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A few weeks ago, Dr. Julie

Hoffman, a teacher and dedicated SEA member at Jefferson
Middle School, invited me to speak with students in her
Intro to Education class at the University of Illinois
Springfield. After realizing an important piece absent from
the formal curriculum, like we often find as educators, Julie
afforded me the opportunity to engage with them about the
history of the Union and its importance to public education.
In doing so, I realized that I have taken for granted the fact
that we all know the particulars about the history of the organizations that have helped to propel
and protect our profession, the National Education Association and the American Federation of
Teachers, America’s educational unions. I thought I would attempt a brief remedy to that.
Both education unions in the US are over
100 years old, and came into existence in close
proximity to two of our Nation’s largest conflicts.
The American Federation of Teachers was founded
in Chicago, Illinois in 1916, amidst World War I. The
National Education Association (our SEA parent
union) was founded in 1857, a few years prior to the
American Civil War, in Philadelphia, PA. For the first
100 years or so, the National Education Association
had both administrators and teachers as a combined
group of educators, but eventually separated from
administrators in the 1960’s, finding their true power base in those other than administration. The
American Federation of Teachers never included school administrators and was thus more
politically active since inception. Both educational unions grew rapidly since birth and hit their
stride amidst the 1960’s and the Civil Rights Movement, with both of their memberships hitting
record numbers and political power (through the gaining of collective bargaining power). They
continue to play a significant role in all politics (local to national) today.

The main reason behind the unions organizing was for collective bargaining power, and to
accomplish three things. The first was to combat low wages, as many teachers with college degrees
through time have been paid less than those working in trades without college degrees. The second
was to improve working conditions. Many teachers of the past were forced to provide extensive
custodial and supervisory duties as well as their teaching ones. They were not allowed proper
breaks for lunch, often having to monitor playgrounds, restrooms or cafeterias all lunch. And, most
chauvinistically, many female teachers of the past were encouraged to resign once becoming
pregnant. Teachers unions became necessary to fight for member’s basic rights and to draw away
from the private sector that was increasingly becoming more
lucrative than education, a problem still unresolved.
Between 1964-66, the National Education
Association and the American Teachers Association (the
preeminent Black teacher’s association in America) merged
their collective power to become a powerhouse of education.
Subsequently, in the late 60’s, NEA saw its first Hispanic and
Black presidents of the association. Throughout the 1960s,
both unions made great gains in not only improved wages
and benefits, but also class size reduction, student discipline, layoffs and dismissal and teacher
evaluation processes that were hindering the professionalism of educators. Additionally, they won
key battles for disadvantaged schools / populations, state funding for education and against racially
motivated false practices. There were more than 1000 strikes between 1960 and 1974 involving
over 800,000 teachers. It was a turbulent time.
As the economy continued to improve,
inflation became more stable and teacher
unions became commonplace, these became
much less throughout the 1980s and 90s. Here
at home, the Springfield Education Association
struck twice in the 70s and once again in the
80’s, and became known as one of the strongest
locals in the midwest under the leadership of
great educators and educational professionals of
the past. Simultaneously, in the 80s and 90s and
early 2000s, both national organizations pushed
for an intentional focus on professionalism, accountability and quality of education as both unions
tried to improve what some viewed as negative perception by society and defend their members
after governmental agencies unintentionally shifted the ills of society upon “poor” teaching and
teachers. Such policies (perhaps well intentioned) as ESEA (Elementary and Secondary Education
Act) , IASA (The Improving America’s Schools Act) , NCLB (No Child Left Behind), and RTT (Race to
the Top) along with a “A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform” (a 1983 report
pushed by the then Secretary of Education) exacerbated the false narrative that educators were the

problem and that if they just worked harder or
better, things would improve. Our classroom
teachers and local union still grapple with the
fallout from these competing messages today.
On June 27, 2018, the Supreme Court ruled
in a 5–4 decision that the application of public
sector union fees to non-members was a violation
of the First Amendment, ruling against AFSCME in
the Janus vs AFSCME Supreme Court ruling. This
was a decision that stymied all of America’s unions, fearing that they would lose up to 10-30% of

their membership. The concerns over fair share were not as widespread as many analysts foresaw,
and after the official ruling the largest 10 labor unions in the nation only experienced slight losses
(AFSCME even gaining slightly in membership). The American Federation of teachers reported an
overall 4.3% loss in membership between 2018 and 2019. The National Education Association lost
around 28,000 out of 2.3 million members nationwide (although 19,000 of those were attributed to
a California higher ed group that elected to disassociate). That equates to about 1.2% loss in
membership, and right on average with the rest of the nation’s union percentages. And thus almost
ot present date.
Currently in SEA, we have around 1250
members. This year, we have had over 50 new District
employees become SEA members thus far. Our goal is
to get as many as possible, by continuing to be seen as a
strong and vocal group of varied professionals and
advocates who appeal to all. We have accomplished
great things in the past many years. Our goal is to get as
many as possible, by continuing to be seen as a strong
and vocal group of varied professionals and advocates
who appeal to all. We passed a 1% sales tax
referendum which will bring an average of $10 million into our school district for hardened
improvements annually. We fought back an oppressive state pension cap on all of our future
retirement annuities. We negotiated a 3% raise for our certified and 4.25% raise (plus step) for our
classified members, in 2019 and 2020, putting us back on course with the national cost of living
increase for the first time in ten years. And we have all navigated the COVID-19 pandemic together,
advocating for what is best for students and our members at the same time… a truly illusive task.
The truth is that together, we are stronger and with every new member who joins and by us
working together through our differences, we can accomplish great feats in public education and
societal reform. There are many pathways to support and success in public education but as the
many unlikely heroes of the Star Wars fictional realm have said (and is applicable to your Union),
“Let the Force be with you.”

“Fair Tax” Failure to Launch - Since
watching the “Fair Tax” proposal lose 55%-45%

November 5th, I have been pondering what this vote
was indicative of and furthermore what it means to us
as Illinoisians and employees of the public school
system and those with eventual TRS and IMRF pension
annuities at the end of the road.
 I am not shy about saying that I openly

campaigned for and voted “yes” for the proposal, as
from my vantage point this appeared to be the most painless manner in which to boost revenue and
bring about a righting of the Illinois financial ship lost at sea for many a year. That being said, I can
see how it did not and I am not surprised after months of spirited debate within our educational
Association Representative meetings and social media circles alone. The sheer effort on the
opposing side was immense and some of my closest friends were adamantly opposed to it, under
the auspices that it would lead to potentially raising middle class taxes down the road. It’s always a
hard lift to convince voters to raise taxes and yet our salaries, our pensions and the funds we use to
educate the children all come from tax revenue.
Nearly a month later, having tried to find reasoning behind the amendment's failure. Some

have proposed that it was due to years of fiscal mismanagement by the state’s leaders and

lawmakers, continuing to spend and spend without being fiscally responsible and balancing the
budget. Others propose that it was due to the decades of Madigan power abuse, and this was a
message sent by the voting body that they would no longer stand for the perceived state fraud and
abuse. And finally some proposed that the Governor was so wrapped up in the COVID-19 pandemic
that he put plenty of his own capital into, but failed to actually put his personality and best efforts
behind, eventually leading to its demise at the hands of another Illinois billionaire diametrically
opposed to the concept. Regardless of theories, or realities…. It did not pass and life continues.
What this means for us remains to be seen. Initially, through a controlled but slightly
evident discontent, the Governor stated that this now means that taxes will have to be raised on all
and that cuts would have to be made. And in truth, I personally see no other way, they must
balance the budget. But we need to watch this closely and we will be counting on our IEA
Government Relations experts, based right here in Springfield, to help keep us abreast of what is
happening and do the lobbying and organizing necessary for an initial direction. Finally, know that
there are those who view our pensions as something undeserved or frivolous, grouped together
with golden parachute departing salaries of highly paid administrators and superintendents
(making $150-$300k) within our same retirement structure. Perhaps those critics should be
looking at why these administrators make so much, rather than how to “reform” educator’s pension
structure in general, and stop hacking on educators and educational support professionals benefits,
one of the classically decent things about our professions.

Lost and Never Found -

Every time an ex

student commits a terrible crime or passes away,

my old

colleagues and I who taught those (almost always) boys, reach
out to each other. It is a cathartic release, even if a masochistic
process, where we all rekindle our love for the students, the
signs of things we believed we saw coming (or did not) and how
life could have and should have been better for those kids as
young men. What could we have done more? How could we have
helped to avoid this tragedy? How will their family make it through this?
Let me be clear, I am not talking about the Lost Boys of Never Never Land, whose magical
adventures battling Captain Hook's pirates in a magical and fictional land nor pirates of space,
fighting to save the universe as Guardians of the Galaxy. We are talking about real boys with real
families, who as they grow up in our communities, get lost in the criminal enterprise machine
eventually fighting and dying by the sword.
It is challenging to sort through reality, and not come across arrogant or classist, but despite
the COVID and quarantine, violence has not curbed in our city… in fact this has been one of the
worst years on record. As we experience this repeating theme in our small inner urban community,
are we really paying attention? Or have we accepted a terrible fate for our youth, one in which we
wouldn’t wish upon our worst enemy... that a portion of our youth are simply going to veer toward
the dark side and perish, lost on the dark path. How do you see the Union helping with this?
Supporting pro public education candidates that will support the increase of social service
programs is one way unions can assist. Another support could be continuing to work and assist to
expand programs like the Boys and Girls Clubs ,Girls on
the Run etc..in many more of our schools.

Standing for Your Rights - Class
Size - Last year, we bargained for a reduction in
elementary class size, and it will be one of our main foci
moving forward for all. The 2019-21 contract states,,
“Beginning with the 2020-2021 school year, no class in
grades K-2 will exceed 26 and no class in grades 3-5 will exceed 29. No class in grades 6-12 shall
exceed 31 except in special education, physical education, driver education, music, team teaching,
individualized instruction, and similar programs. High school teachers shall have a student load
maximum of 165 students. All alternative education sites shall have a class size limit of 14... High
school and middle school P.E. class sizes will be limited to 45 students per teacher per period.

But as with contractual language, sometimes agreed upon expectations are circumnavigated
to get business done. If such classes exceed contractual limits, the following language also applies:
A. The principal will notify the Superintendent or his/her designee. The classroom teacher or
Association Representative will notify the SEA President or his/her designee. This notification will be

completed within five student attendance days of the initial violation. B. The District has a grace
period of 10 student attendance days (15 if at the beginning of the school year) from the day the
overage occurs to resolve the class size violation without grievance from the Association.
The Union completely embraces the concept of “grace and flexibility”, however the fact that
we are operating under an alternate learning reality does not mean that class size limits, or any
contractual language for that matter, should be precluded. Please reach out to your building
representative (ARs), SEA Exec Committee representatives, Uniserv Director (Sean Burns) or SEA
President (Aaron Graves) if you have questions or require additional concerns about future hybrid
or remote learning classroom limits.

Our Colleagues, Our Concern Nobody would argue that a portion of our job as educators
is to be aware of our student’s social and emotional
situations, because doing so helps to assure that we meet
them where they are at and connect. I think we do this
very well and are lauded within the community as such.
The question one might pose is how well do we do this for
all of our colleagues (not just our friends). Why? Because
the need is real for them too, all 2200 District employees
The two charts below represent statistics, directly from the Springfield District 186 Human
Resource Office, on the numbers of Employee Assistance Program calls within the last year (Please

remember that no data existed prior to this, because this is something that SEA demanded back
after being absent for the last 7 years or so). The data indicates that there were 114 separate intake
requests for support and mental health services. The general category of “stress” being the most
commonly indicated response, followed closely by “behavioral health”, then “relationships” and
“family” . “Career” and “personal/emotional” come in a near tie for fifth most common.
Please understand that these are NEW intake numbers, most likely by those of us who are
not already being supported by a mental health professionals yet. What this is indicative of is what
each of us know at our core… jobs in education are tough. And those working in tough professions
need a band of sisters and brothers looking out for each other in order to survive, healthily. This
holiday season, as we migrate away from white elephant gift exchanges, sharing tubs of our family
holiday dishes, and the like, let us consider the basic merits of a simple letter, card, phone call, or
socially

distant

visit

with

a

colleague in need. Together, we are
stronger...

Title I Spending - Bounty Hunting Accountability - This information

was pulled directly from Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE) Title I Grant website and the US
Department of Education’s Title I resource page. Please reference for better general federal
spending understanding as to how all District monies are regulated.
INSTRUCTION
●

Funds used to increase the participation of low-achieving students in advance coursework

●
●
●
●
●

Summer school classes for low-achieving students
Before, after, and/or Saturday school tutoring
Funds used to increase the participation of low-achieving students in advance coursework
Summer school classes for low-achieving students
Before, after, and/or Saturday school tutoring

STAFF SALARIES
●

Hiring additional teachers to reduce class size

●

Hiring additional teachers to serve as reading/math interventionists

●
●
●
●
●

Substitute pay for these teachers when absent
Supplemental nurses/social workers
Supplemental guidance counselors can be hired to provide supplemental guidance services
Supplemental paraprofessionals to support instruction
Supplemental paraprofessionals to support instruction

SUBSTITUTE
● Funds used to pay substitutes for Title I funded staff at the school level that is budgeted for in the
school’s plan
● Funds to pay substitutes to allow certified teachers in Title I schools to attend professional
development as provided for in the school plan
TEACHER INCENTIVES
● Financial incentives and rewards may be provided to teachers in Title I schools identified as
Newly Identified, Continuing School Improvement, Corrective Action, Plan to Restructure,
and/or Restructure.
● The purpose of these financial incentives and rewards must be to attract and retain qualified and
effective teachers in those schools.

Piling It On - Thank goodness for our families that most of

us tend to be the only educator in the room at each family get
together. Imagine sitting around a table (during a non-pandemic
holiday) where every other person was a teacher, and what the
discussion would entail. The remaining members of our families
would have a tough time getting a word in edgewise as we vented
about the various things on our minds about public education.
Realizing that this must be a tendency for many professions, let it
not be lost that there are some things to be concerned about… the
most fitting at this time, “piling more things on the plate”.
Educators are absolutely struggling with the sheer and utter dictates put upon them. This
was a crisis before COVID-19 and this pandemic has only exacerbated it. It is not a stretch to say

that many teachers are breaking. On November 11, IEA made an official press release after

polling more than 1,300 teachers. What they found was that 76% of all teachers polled
indicated that the workload this year is either somewhat or significantly more than the last.
66% said that they were more burned out than last year. And ⅓ of all polled are considering
leaving the profession.
This has been a drum that the Union has beat for many years, continues to with 1900 and
building principals, and will absolutely be taking into contract negotiations later this year. SEA sees
it as imperative that we get building principals and district level administration to understand the
crisis at hand, legitimize it and take action. Several SEA colleagues of yours who do a majority of
their work in SEL realms, along with District cabinet administration, have crafted a survey to gauge
our collective mental health and happiness, the SEL District Survey for Staff. Please take it and be
earnest about where you are in life. Doing so gives District administration the best opportunity to
get a true gauge and then provide assistance and adjust protocols to remedy said situations.
Until then, please take a gander at the
following website called The Stretched Counselor.

It explores the demands on our lives and how they
are affecting our mental health. It is a short activity
that, if completed, allows one to chart all of the
things that allow that plate to feel too full,
physically capture the bonds that we share and
leave us thinking and better prepared for Union
planning around what is next, what we would like
to see happen, and how we can affect that change.

Deciding upon how to burn off that third helping
of pie I that put on my plate this year is for
another article…

Meet Your IEA Leaders - Meet

our Illinois Education Association (IEA)

leadership team. It consists of elected leadership and hired staffers (President, VP and Sec/Tres
being elected). It is the state parent organization of SEA and the other 135,000 members
throughout the state, and is here to represent and serve you.

Kathi Griffin - IEA
President

Al Llorens - Vice
IEA President

Tom Tully - IEA
Secretary /
Treasurer

Audrey Souglin IEA Executive
Director

Sean Denney Director of
Government
Relations

Sarah Antonacci Director of
Communications

Bridget
Shannahan Media Relation
Director

Robin Ehrhart Director of
Program
Development

Sylvia Rios - IEA
General Counsel

Jamie
Schumacher Director of
Business Services

IEA Region 11- Springfield Education Association - Region 11
is our state region under the Illinois Education Association. Our two main foci are the IEA

Representative Assembly and the NEA Representative Assembly and assuring that those attending
best represent the collective views of our region (and local) at the state level. This year’s the IEA RA
will be held virtually on March 12 and 13th , 2021. The delegates who will attend the IEA RA in

March for 2021: Angie Meneghetti - Region 11 Chair (automatic delegate), Meghan Kapnick - Region
11 Vice chair (automatic delegate), Aaron Graves, Monique Davis, LeAnn Divjak, Denise Whiteman,
Tammy Ziemba-Montovan, Crysta Weitekamp, Angie Koerwitz, Kelly Sholtis… top notch team, all
with Representative Assembly experience!

The NEA RA will be held July 2 through July 6, 2021 in Denver Colorado. More information
will be shared about whether it is remote or in person, but expect to hear nomination requests for
this soon and the election held March 9th, 2021.
And finally, another monthly IEA Board of Directors Meeting was held virtually on evening
of December 3rd and Saturday, December 4th, 2020. I love attending these meetings. They are time
consuming, but so full of educators rocking it for our profession. Check out the IEA website for more
information on the board of directors and other IEA resources. Or you can email me! I love
questions! :)
Angie Meneghetti - Region 11 Vice Chair and SEA Vice President

Breathe In, Breath Out - Many concerns have come across the Union’s electronic
desktop in regards to ventilation, mold, harmful substances and the like. Please know that your SEA
Impact Bargaining Team (and others) has/have been extremely vocal with District administration
and BOE members about proper MERV filtration, CO2 levels, humidity percentages, fresh air
circulation, and dedicated HVAC considerations for nurse and/or isolation rooms (to prevent
mixture/contamination with all other areas of the school), especially after COVID-19.
Properly upfitting our dated schools to deal with the complications of this pandemic is a difficult
issue that is requiring strong local solutions. Please take a look at the following three articles in
respect to the issue: 1) September 24 article by Sophie Tatum, Coronavirus transmission heightens
concerns surrounding ventilation in schools 2) EdSource article, from the October 5 article by Jeff

Vincent 3) Gothamist reporter, David Cruz, reporting November 8 on New York City's ventilation
plan.

Remember that SEA was an integral part of the passing of the 1% sales tax referendum, and that
the $10 million of money coming to the District each year can be utilized for upgrades such as this.
If you should have continued concerns, breathe in, breathe out and let your voice be heard.

Knights of the Bargaining Table - A great deal of questions have flooded in as
we have surpassed the 2/3 of a year COVID mark.

Things look quite a bit different than they did and the
uncertainty has failed to cease. That being our truth,
each and every one of you continue to make the best
of an incredibly difficult task and one need not travel
far in this town (or social media circles) to hear
stories of your work and heroic deeds.
In order to continue to support each other in
this work and the necessity of traditional collective
bargaining, SEA has assembled a team prepared to bridge further impact negotiations for the time
period after Jan 1, 2021 and also the expiration of our Aug 2019 - Aug 2021 two year contract. Our
next team is made up of over half veteran bargaining members (some having multiple contractual

negotiations under their belt) and new bargainers to keep fresh ideas and spirit flowing. Several of
the team are within the four year window of retirement and a few of them have been in the District
just over a half decade. Below are a few names that you may recognize thus far, who have stepped
up to be part of the bargaining and bargaining support teams. As you can see, it is a very inclusive
list full of diversity of job type, race, sex, and experience.
The list of those who have stepped up to bargain although not extensive: Ben McKinney 3rd grade teacher at Fairview, Tiana Durr - 7th Health teacher at FMS and SEA Bargaining Support
Chair, Jasmine McCray - 5th grade teacher at Wilcox / SEA Secretary, Angie Koerwitz - Building
Psychologist at Lanphier and Lincoln Magnet, Lindsey Rudd - Life Skills teacher at Lee, Roy Gully Social Studies teacher / Head Football Coach at Springfield High, Tammy Ziemba - Science teacher /
Department Chair at Grant Middle School, ReChad Bradley - Math teacher at Southeast, Jennifer
Rockwell - Music teacher at McClernand and Fairview, Amanda Chahalis - Building Social Worker at
Laketown, Hirut Harris - Occupational Therapy Asst at Lindsay, Butler, Graham and Black Hawk,
Dave Isham - 6-8 grade Language Arts / History at Douglas, Ray Zinnen - 7th grade History / Gifted
Department Chair / SEA GPA Chair, Nicole Hill - Security at Jane Addams, Dena Bartolomucci Kindergarten teacher at Lindsay, Andrea Guerrero - Current Events teacher at Washington, Leslie
Termine - 7th grade Health teacher at Washington Middle School (prior elementary of many years),
Arshad Mehmood - Resource, Math, Science, Social Studies at Grant Middle School, Christine
Sanders - Pre-K Teacher Asst at ELC / SEA Health Ins and ESP Co-Chair, Nick Pickett- Math TIL at
SHS, SSHS, LHS, SLA and Lawrence, Joey Gobble - Social Science teacher at Lanphier, Susan Smith Nurse at Franklin Middle School and Rachel Johnson - Math teacher at Southeast.
It is your SEA Executive Committee's sincere hope that we will not need to flex our
collective muscle this year. Everyone knows just how hard all of you have been working and under
what stressful conditions that you have been doing so. But if we need to bargain hard once again,
then know that many of the organization’s most respected, toughest and brightest are prepared to
negotiate with the administration and the Board of Education. Because together we persevere.

December Calendar of Events
ALL EVENTS SUBJECT TO RESCHEDULING
7 - Board of Education Meeting - 6:30 p.m. - Register to Speak Via Zoom or View SPS186 YouTube
8 - AR Meeting - 4:20 pm - Zoom Link:
https://sps186-org.zoom.us/j/93902358991?pwd=OG5IZnVXL3pzc0FRWHdNdUVsTjdwUT09

14 - High School Solutions Meeting - 2:30 pm https://sps186-org.zoom.us/j/98367990267?pwd=QytyaXJiSnE5cGtEeXE5Mm5ETlFWUT09
14 - SEA Grievance Committee - 4 pm (Link to follow)
15 - SEA Executive Committee - 4:20 pm - Zoom Link:
https://sps186-org.zoom.us/j/97972044988?pwd=SXpySDUyRy9BWTdZdzIrWjdXQ0pWQT09

16 - SEA Elementary Solutions Committee - 4:20 pm
https://zoom.us/j/6541573974?pwd=SFVCZFdncUdSN0dBelBuNkxPN0ZtZz09#success
17 - Minority Solutions Meeting - 4pm
https://sps186-org.zoom.us/j/98498375273?pwd=Wkh4RHJsajRYUDRlNGZteUNIVVZnUT09

21 - 60 Minute Early Dismissal
22 (through JAN 3) - Winter Break
21 - Board of Education Meeting - 6:30 p.m. - Register to Speak Via Zoom or View SPS186 YouTube

January Calendar of Events
ALL EVENTS SUBJECT TO RESCHEDULING
4 - NO STUDENTS - Teacher Institute - No Students (No Asynchronous Expectations)
4 - Board of Education Meeting - 6:30 p.m. - Register to Speak Via Zoom or View SPS186 YouTube
12 - AR Meeting - 4:20 via - Link to follow
18 - NO SCHOOL - Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day
26 - SEA Executive Committee - 4:20 - Link to follow
19 - Board of Education Meeting - 6:30 p.m. - Register to Speak Via Zoom or View SPS186 YouTube

Happy Holidays to you and yours all over this COVID galaxy.
-Aaron
President - Springfield Education Association

